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About This Game

Rival Nation Wars is a 1 or 2 player real time strategy game in which you research technologies, build buildings, and manage
your workforce, in order to purchase the weapons you'll need to defeat your enemy before it defeats you. Rival Nation Wars has
a 1-player campaign mode spanning 18 scenarios, 2-player simultaneous head to head action, four tutorial campaigns, high score

board, and a full in game manual.
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Abandoned.... Imagine Xcom but in real time and in WW2.
Currently in need of more players but the game itself is good.. i like this game but the thing is can u make the online work for
dis i mean its much better with friends and just by your self then u will feel like a loner and i also want to know is the game
british if yes HECK YES if no :(
any way can u also add more player and charectores like a hippo or something like that and i do recomend this game its pretty
cool but why do u have to kill the queen why not just her hench men that will be better instead off actually killing her thats just
not right and ababy where did that come from? and also more maps we need more maps cuz then we could have like better
places instead of playing the same game again and again and AGAIN so yes and thats all i got to say sorry if it was a bit chanty
but thats me so yea thx. Game does not hold up to expected danmaku standards, not worth 10 dollars, and not worth my time.

First off the hit box is bigger than any bullet hell I have ever played, what is this a platform game or a bullet hell?
Second your 2 movement speeds are super slow and race-car fast, making complex maneuvers very awkward..
Also why is the default 1 bullet shot the final power.. why no power ups.. the game is just not fun, I beat it a single time on hard
and now I will never play it again.. simply a bad game.

Lets be clear I'm always happy when people try to make new bullet hell games cause i love to play them, but there is a standard
and this is SO far below it.. also why $10? seriously... this should be $2 max, and I know you have a demo if people don't like it
but come on.

Anyway I hope you continue to make more bullet hells in the future, but please raise your standard and make some that are
good... this is so far underpar I feel that I absolutely wasted my time.. Wow refugee simulator 2019.

Seriously though, if you like MMOs this is as good as it gets.. A little god game all about experimentations, really fun!
It took me a few games before completely get the hang of it, but it has fun from the start nonetheless.
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Tenpei Sato, you COULD of cheated and re-released the arranged ost's you made years ago but ya didn't! Planet X has always
been my favourite Disgaea OST and I'm glad I can hear it being as good as ever if not better! It's a shame people can't buy this
ost outside the pre-order but I'm sure someone will just upload them onto youtube cause it's the internet. Outside from 1-2
soundtracks it's still a great listen and I strongly suggest looking them up for yourself!. cool game, make me feel like a gamer!.
Excellent break game, as quick as solitaire but engaging much more of your brain, and deeply satisfying once it all clicks into
place. I made a video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kT7bEJQsVYk&feature=youtu.be. WAIT!

For those that dont know, which is likely most of you because it's kind of underground. There is a BETTER SECOND GAME
coming out this year!!
Just a heads up for the Alien Swarm fans. It is expected to be released early this year! If you liked the first or maybe haven't
tried it, now's the time to decide. You've got nothing to lose. Rarely have I wanted to like a game so much but just couldn't make
myself like it. I respect the hard work and time that went into this, but it just wasn't for me. It feels stiff and rehashed from titles
such as I Am The Hero, Broforce, Zombie Driver and even some Super Meat Boy. I know that the gaming market is really
saturated at this point, so making an original game is becoming near impossible. However playing this game really just makes
me want to play other games that do a better job. I know that sounds mean, but I don't even mean it as the put down is sounds
like. The game just feels rigid and forced at times. The Devs clearly have some real talent and I am excited to see where they go
from here, and I will be watching and following their work as I believe they have a lot of potential! 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/lIBkMdWVIoA. I enjoyed this. It's a puzzle game in which the objective is to reach the end of the level
whilst not treading on the same tile more than once. Simple premise, simple game but fun for the short time it lasts (approx
30-60m).

The difficulty of the levels doesn't increase linearly over time. Instead, the odd level stands out as a difficulty spike.. Play time
~9 hours

(Originally recommend No, so that developers see this).

I am very grateful that the developers have put out a game with the intention to raise awareness of the injustices in today's
human society. The game portrays that injustice very well, but I believe more effort could have been placed in condemning the
injustices and fixing it also, rather than simply placing the protagonist (and others) in the shoes' of a victim. Moreover, there are
some references to animal experimentation which I feel is inappropriate - another injustice that yet again is not condemned.

From a game mechanics \/ gameplay, perspective, the game is very good. It puts together multiple puzzle mechanics to bring a
complex new type of gameplay not found in any other game I've played. Although the mechanics are fixed, there are new twists
being thrown in consistently, and this provides a variety of gameplay. I thoroughly enjoyed the puzzle aspects.

Regarding visuals and audio: superb. The game is beautiful in both regards.

The game is also good at storytelling. The reward system for beating challenges means users are fed bits and pieces of the story
and I believe this works very well.. It absolutely pains me to leave a negative review, because the game itself is awesome... but...

MK11 on PC switches between 30 and 60 FPS during various stages of its presentation, and it gives me screwy eyes and a
headache! I simply can’t play it like this without getting a fuzzy head.

 The best (or worst) of it is, the game recognises my 165hz monitor but locks everything but the main gameplay down to 30fps...
I mean wtf? I appreciate fighting games are based around 60fps and that’s OK, but why not have the ENTIRE game running at
60fps?

If the developers patch in a full 60fps, inc Menus, fatalities, Krypt, final blow etc then I’ll happily update my review to a
positive glowing review... until then it stays negative :(. If you're looking for a fast and snappy loading screen that lasts less than
a day to load and you'll probably die as soon as you go into the game then you're in for a treat. This black screened game's title is
beautiful and is a great game to play before sleeping as it will gives you great dreams, if you can wait a day.

Markiplier's 2 million dislikes on the video shows what a sexy game this truely is.

Overall, it's 4 yeses from the 'Britain's got talent' crew and you're into the next round with BLACKSCREENS.com.
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I highly recommend this game if you like wriggling your baby toes and throwing 2 pounds in the fire.. Very relaxing minimalist
puzzle with soothing ambien music. Really love this game.
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